
























This small exhibition of Italian prints drawn from the NMWA collection 
featured works acquired in recent years. Italian prints are one of the 
pillars of the NMWA print and drawing collection, and there has been 
particular effort in the past 10 to 15 years to actively purchase and 
acquire works through donation. Thanks to these efforts the collection 
has matured to a stage where it can form its own exhibition, and this 
exhibition was intended to highlight the museum’s acquisition activities.
As is well known, Italy, the home of the Renaissance, has continued 
to be one of the central artistic regions of the West. Italy’s paintings, 
sculpture and architecture have had an overwhelming impact on the West 
and formed period trends. Similarly Italy has produced large numbers 
of major works in the print media. Prints differ from the singular art 
form of paintings, in that numerous sheets can be printed from the same 
printing plate. As a result, this medium had an enormous impact on how 
the latest styles and imagery in Italy were transmitted throughout Europe. 
This exhibition introduced the diversity of Italian prints that carried such 
influence.  (Shinsuke Watanabe)
イタリア版画展 —新収作品を中心に
Italian Prints: Featuring New Acquisitions
会期：2013年9月6日–11月17日
主催：国立西洋美術館
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Florentine “Fine Manner” Engraver of 
the Second Half of the 15th Century






Florentine “Fine Manner” Engraver of 
the Second Half of the 15th Century















Marcantonio Raimondi [c. 1480/82–
1527/34]









Marcantonio Raimondi / Agostino 
Veneziano (Agostino dei Musi) [c. 1490–
after 1536]







Parmigianino (Francesco Mazzola) 
[1503–1540]







Giovanni Britto [c. 1500–after 1550]















Master of the Die [active c. 1533]






Master of the Die








Domenico Beccafumi (Domenico della 
Pace) [1486–1551]








Niccolò della Casa [active 1543–1547 in 
Rome]









Orazio de Sanctis [active 1568–1584]










Giovanni Antonio Dosio [1533–1609]











Orazio Scarabelli [active in Florence  
c. 1589］
〈Festivals for the Marriage of Grand 















The Fourth Entry Arch. Decorations 
for the Façade of St. Maria de Fiore
G.2008-0011
−《第5の凱旋門：カント・デ・ビスケリ》




The Seventh Arch. attached to the 
Façade of the Palazzo Vecchio
G.2008-0013
−《サンタ・クローチェ広場のトーナメント》
The Joust on the Piazza Santa Croce
G.2008-0014
−《ピッティ宮中庭における模擬海戦》












Epifanio d’Alfiano [active 1591–1607]
Triumphal Procession of Neptune in 







































Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione, called Il 
Grechetto [1606–1644]









Stefano della Bella [1610–1664]










G.2000-0050, G.2006-0019 ～ 0020
−（1）《トランペットをもち馬に乗る死》
エッチング








































Magician Pointing Out a Burning 
Head to Two Youth
G.2010-0018
−《オベリスクとサテュロスの一家》
Satyr Family with the Obelisk
G.2011-0004
−《東方の農夫の家族》









Giovanni Domenico Tiepolo [1727–
1804]












The Virgin Appearing to St. Simon 
Stock (after G.B. Tiepolo)
1749
Etching
G.2011-0006
